WHAT IS TSM&O?
Transportation Systems Management and Operations, known as TSM&O, uses proven traffic management strategies and technologies to improve the safety and people-moving capacity of southeast Florida’s transportation system.

WHY TSM&O?
Limited right-of-way and high construction costs make it challenging for major cities to build their way out of congestion. TSM&O addresses these challenges with multi-modal strategies that actively manage traffic to reduce delays. It enhances traffic operations to improve travel conditions and reduce the need for major roadway construction projects.

Simply put, TSM&O provides smarter and cost-effective transportation solutions that keep southeast Florida moving!

TSM&O BENEFITS – BY THE NUMBERS

- **34,658** lane blocking incidents cleared
- **$12-$43** economic benefit for every dollar invested in TSM&O
- **113,047** road ranger motorist assists
- **46** express lane miles
- **122,000** monthly express bus riders

July 2017–June 2018 for Miami-Dade, Broward and Palm Beach counties.

Three counties. One traveling public.